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The local weight of an effective locally 

compact transformation group 

J. de Vries 

Abstract. It is known that a locally compact topological group G is 

metrizable whenever G acts continuously and effectively on a separable 

metrizable space. In this note we prove a generalization of this fact 

and, in addition, we give two applications. First, we prove that for 

any locally compact Hausdorff topological group G the Hilbert dimen

sion of 12 (G) is equal to the weight of G. This was previously known 

only for compact groups. Second, we are able to give a very simple 

proof of another known result, namely that the least cardinal number 

of an approximate unit for 1 1(G) is equal to the local weight of G. 

1. Notation and conventions 

A left semitopological group is a group G endowed with a topology such 

that the mapping t 1----+ ts : G ➔ G is continuous for each s E G. A right 

semitopological group is defined in an obvious way, and a semitopolo

gical group is a· group endowed with a topology such that G is both a 

left and a right semitopological group. A topological group is a 

semi topological group G in which the function ( s, t) ,____. st - 1: G x G ➔ G 

is continuous. The identity of a group G is always denoted by eG ore. 

A transformation group is a triple (G,X,TT) where G is a left semitopo

logical group, Xis a topological space, and TT: G x X ➔ Xis a function 

satisfying the following conditions: 

( i) Vx. E X: TT(e,x) = x. 

(ii) Vx E X, V(s,t) E G X G: rr(s,1T(t,x)) = TT(st,x). 

(iii) TT is separately continuous, that is: 

Yx e: X, the function TT : t t----+ TT(t,x): G ➔ X is continuous, 

G, function t xt----+ TT(t,x): X+ X is continuous. Vt E the TT : 
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Observe, that t i--,. rr t is a morphism of groups from G into the group 

G(X) of all homeomorphisms of X onto itself. A transformation group 

(G,X,n) is said to be effective whenever this morphism is injective, 

that is,if and only if 

Vt E G: t ;c e ===, jx E X: rr( t ,x) ;c x. 

A transformation group (G,X,n) is said to be free, whenever 

Vt E G: t ;c e ==9 Vx EX: rr(t,x) ;c x. 

For any topological space X the following cardinal numbers are unam

biguously defined (where JAi denotes the cardinality of the set A): 

the weight of X: 

w(X): = min{ I U j j U is an open base for X}; 

the local weight of X at x E X: 

x(x,X): = min{ I Vj I V is a local base at x}; 

the local weight of X: 

x(X): = sup{x(x,X) I x e X}, 

the density of X: 

d(X): = min{ jAj A is dense in X} 

and the Lindelof degree of X: 

L(X): = min{R-0 I each open covering of X has a subcovering of 

cardinality ~---0 }. 

It is easy to see that for any topological space X the following 

inequality holds: 

( 1. 1) w(X) ~ d(X). x(x). 

This 1· equa i ty mey- be strict. A standard example is the Sorgenfrey space S, 

that is the real line R endowej with the half-open interval topology: 

x(S) = d(S) = J\), but w(S) = 2 O > Xa· 
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It follows from [1], Theorem 1.1.6 that for any topological space X, 

( 1.2) L(X) .:_ w(X). 

It is an easy exercise to show that in any topological group G the 

eq_uality 

( 1. 3) w(G) = x(G). L(G) 

holds. Notice that here 

( 1. 4) x(G) = min{IBI I Bis a local base ate}, 

because G is homogenous. However, left semitopological groups are 

homogenous as well, so that there (1.4) holds too. 

2. Main result 

Our starting point is a well-known lernma. 

2.1. LEMMA. Let Y be_!! topological Hausdorff space and suppose that 

~ x 0 E Y has a compact neighbourhood. Then x(x0 ,Y) .:. IBI 

for ~ set B of neighbourhoods of x 0 such that nB = {x0 }. 

PROOF. Cf. [3], 28.7o(a). 

2.2. THEOREM. Let G denote~ locally compact Hausdorff left semitopo

logical group. Then for any effective transformation group 

(G,X,TI) with X ~ Hausdorff space, the inequality 

( 2. 1) x(G) .:. d(X). x(X) 

holds. For any free transformation group (G,X,TI) with X _!! T1-

space one has x(G) < min x(x,X). 
XEX 
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PROOF. Let A be a dense subset of X having cardinality d(X). In addi

tion, for each x EX let B denote a local base at x with 1B I = x(x,X). 
X X 

For every x E X and V E B 
X 

there is a neighbourhood U(x,V) of e in G 

such that n(t,x) EV for each t E U(x,V), because the 

G ➔ Xis continuous ate. Now suppose that (G,X,n) is 

that Xis a Hausdorff space, Then 

(2.2) n n U(a,V) = {e} 
aEA VEB 

a 

mapping t ,____,. TI( t ,x): 

effective and 

t 
Indeed, let t E G, t ~ e. For some a EX we have TI a~ a, and we may 

assume that a EA because nt is a continuous mapping of the Hausdorff 

space X in itself, and A is dense in X. Now there is some VE B such a 

that n(t,a) i V. Consequently, ti U(a,V), and (2.2) is proved. 

It follows from (2.2 ) and the preceding lemma, that 

x(G) < !Al. sup !Bal 2- d(X). x(X). 
aEA 

In the case of a free action of G on a T1-space X, (2.2) may be replaced 

by 

Va EX: n U(a,V) = {e}, 
VEB 

a 

from which it follows that x(G) 

2.3 COROLLARY. (Cf. [4], 2.11). ~ locally compact Hausdorff topological 

group which acts effectively on ~ separable first countable 

Hausdorff space, or which acts freely on a first countable 

T1-space is metrizable. 

PROOF. In both cases, x(G) 2_X0 • Now use [3], 8.3. 
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REMARK. In Section 4 we shall give some examples to show that local 

compactness and effectiveness in Theorem 1 are essential, even if we 

consider transformation groups (G,X,n) with Ga topological group and 

n a continuous function on G x X. Also one might ask whether Corollary 

2.3 holds for locally compact left semitopological groups. We discuss 

this problem in Section 4. 

3. Applications 

Let G be a locally compact Hausdorff topological group. Fix a right

invariant Haar-measureµ on G; for any µ-integrable function f we will 

write J f(t) dt instead of J f oµ 

G G 

Let L1(G) denote the space of all equivalence classes of complex valued 

functions on G which are µ-measurable and µ-integrable, and let L2(G) 
2 1 

denote the space of µ-measurable functions f on G such that lrl EL (G). 

Recall that L1(G) can be given the structure of a Banach algebra, 

defining addition and scalar multiplication pointwise, and multiplica

tion by 

( 3. 1 ) ( f* g) ( s ) = I f( t) g( t - 1 s) dt 

G 

for every f,g E 1 1(G) and µ-almost every s E G (convolution). The norm 

•on 1\G) is, as usual, defined by l!r~ 1 :::.f lf(t)I dt (fE:L 1(G)). 

G 

A (right) approximate unit in L1(G) is a net {f} A in L1(G) such that 
a a.E 

= f. 

It follows from [3], 20.27 that 1 1(G) has such an approximate unit: for 

any local base Bate in G there is a right approximate unit in L1(G) 

with Bas its directed set. Hence the least cardinal number Kofa directed 
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set defining an approximate unit for 1 1(G) satisfies the inequality 

K :::_ x(G). However, we have always K = x(G). Since 1 1(G) has a unit if 

and only if G is discrete ([3], 20.25), this equality is trivial for 

discrete groups. For non-discrete groups G, a proof is indicated in 

[3] , 28,70(b). We shall present now an essential simplification of that 

proof, which was inspired by the method of proving Theorem 2.2 (it is 

not just a corollary of Theorem 2.2). 

3. 1. PROOF OF K > x(G) (G non-discrete), 

Define a functio~ 1r: G x L1(G)-+ 1 1(G) by 

(3.2) 1r(s,f) (t) = f(ts) 
1 (s,tEG; fEL (G)). 

Then TT is separately continuous (cf. [4], 20.1 and 20.4) and (G,L 1(G),n) 

is a transformation group. It is easy to see that this transformation 

group is effective. Indeed, for any t E G, t ~ e, there is some continuous 

function f on G with compact support such that 

) If( s ) - f( st) I ds > O, 

G 

i.e. 1rtf ~ f for some f E L 1 (G). 

Now let {f } A be any approximate unit for L \G). Since we assumed G 
Cl. C/.E 

to be non-discrete, A is infinite. For any a E A and n E IN there is a 

neighbourhood U(a,n) of e in G such that I !1r(s,fa) - fai 1 1 < ~ for 

every s E U(a,n). 

Let s E n{U(a,n) I (a,n) E A x IN}. Then it is clear, that 1r 8 f = f 
a a 

for every a E A. Consider any f E L1(G). It follows immediately from 
the definitions ( 3. 1) and ( 3. 2) that for all a EA 

TTs ( f*f ) = f * TTsf = f * f ' a a a 

hence 
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= lim TIS ( f*fa.) 
a.EA 

s = 1T f._ 

Consequently, Tisf = f for every f e 11(G), so thats= e by effectiveness. 

We have proved, that n{U(a.,n) I (a.,n) e A x IN} = {e}, whence x(G) ~ !Al. )(0= 

= !Al by Lemma 2.1. It follows that x(G) < K, 

Next we consider the space L2(G). This space can be given the structure 

of a Hilbert space; the inner product( •. I •• ) in 12(G) is defined by 

( f I g) = I . 
f( t) g( t) dt 2 

( f, geL ( G)) 
G 

The Hilbert dimension of L2(G), that is the cardinality of an ortho

normal base, will be denoted by o[L2 (G)J. It is easy to see that 

(3.3) 

provided L2 (G) is not finite dimensional. Notice that o[L2(G)] .:_.,~ if 

and only if G is infinite. This is well-known, but it follows also 

from the fact that G is finite if and only if L( G) < X'0 , and from the 

following lemma. 

3, 2 LEMMA For any locally compact Hausdorff topological group G ~ has 

o[L2(G)J.:. L(G). 

PROOF. For finite groups the result is trivial, so we may suppose that 

G is infinite. There is a.family W of pairwise disjoint, non-empty open 

subsets of G such that !WI = L(G). Indeed, if G is a-compact (i.e. 

L(G) =X0 ), take W = {Un\Un+ 1 In E IN} for some suitable sequence 

{U I n E IN} of neighbourhoods of e, and if G is not a-compact, take for 
n 

W the family of all left cosets of an open, a-compact subgroup of G (cf. 

[ 5 J ) • 

For each W e W, let f be a continuous function with a compact support 
w 
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contained in W, f > 0 and J f (t)2 dt = 1. Then {f I WE W} is an w- w w 
G 

orthonormal subset of 12(G), so that o[L2 (G)] > )WI = L(G). 

3,3 LEMMA. For any locally compact Hausdorff topological group Gone 

has o [ 12 ( G) ] .::_ X ( G) • 

PROOF. Define an action TI of G on 12(G) by formula (3.2) (with f E 12 (G) 

instead off E 1\G)). Then (G,L2(G), TI) is an effective transformation 

group (the proof is similar to that for (G,L\G),TI) in 3.1). Ho-., for infinite 

groups G, the desired inequality follows immediately from (3.3) and 

Theorem 2.2. For finite grou;ps the inequality is trivial, because then 

x(G) = 1. 

3. 4 THEOREM. For any locally compact Hausdorff topological group G the 

equality 

is valid. 

PROOF. It is clear that the equality holds for finite groups, so we 

may assume that G is infinite. In that case the proof of Theorem 24. 15 

in [3] shows that d[L2(G)J .::_ w(G), so that o[L2 (G)] 2. w(G) by (3.3) 

(this argument is also used in [3], Theorem 28.2). The converse 

inequality follows immediately from (1,3) and the Lemma's 3.2 and 3,3 

(in [3], 28.2 the equality o[L2(G)J .:_ w(G) is obtained only for compact 

groups G, using representation theory). 

3,5 COROLLARY.~ locally compact Hausdorff topological group G is 

separable and metrizable if and only if L 2 ( G) is separable. 
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4. Examples 

Our first example shows that local compactness in Theorem 2.2 is essen

tial, even if we consider effective or free actions of abelian topolog

ical Hausdorff groups on compact spaces. 

4. 1 EXAMPLE. Let A be a set and for each a E A let (G X 11 ) be a 
' a' a' a 

transformation group such that G is a non-discrete topological group 
a 

and TT is simultaneously continuous (i.e. continuous on 
a 

the producttopology). Define G to be the group TI{G J a 
a 

G x X with 
a a 

E A} endowed 

with the box-topology, that is the topology in which each point (x) A a OLE 

in G has as a neighbourhood base all sets of the form IT{V J a E A} 
a 

with V a neighbourhood of x in G for each a EA. Then G is a topo-a _ a a 
logical group, and x(G) ; IAJ ( the proof is similar to the proof that 

!RI > }(0 ). Let X be the ordinary topological product IT{Xa J a EA}, 

and define 11: G x X ➔ X in such a way that 

11(t,x) = 11 (t ,x) a a a a 
((t,x) E G x X) 

for each a EA. Then TT is continuous, and it is easy to see that (G,X,11) 

is a transformation group. In addition, (G,X,11) is effective (free) if 

and only if each (G ,X ,TT ) is effective (free). Finally, observe that 
a a a 

x(X) .::_!Al. sup x(Xa); d(X) ~ IA! sup d(Xa) 
aEA aEA 

(These inequalities are quite trivial. It is known that for Hausdorff 

spaces with at least two points one has 

x(x) = !Al• sup x(X) and d(X) 
aEA a 

= log !Al. sup d(X ), 
aEA a 

where log IAJ: = min{S I 2(3 ~ IA!}.) 

To get the desired example, take for A a countable, infinite set 

and for every a EA G = X = T, the torus group, and 11 = multipli-
' ' a a a 

cation in r. Then G is an abelian topological Hausdorff group and 
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x(G) > .N-'0 , whereas Xis a compact Hausdorff space such that 

x(X) = d(X) =~-Notice that (G,X,TI) is free. 

The following example shows that effectiveness cannot be left out from 

Theorem 2,2, even when TI is simultaneously continuous and G is a com

pact Hausdorff topological group. 

4.2 EXAMPLE. Let G be a non-metrizable compact Hausdorff topological 

group (so that x(G) > Jr0 ), and let¢: G x T ➔ T be the projection map

ping, ¢(s,t) = t (sEG,tET). The function¢: (G x T) x f ➔ f, defined 

by 

$((s,t),x) = ¢(s,t).x = t.x 

is continuous, and (GxT,r,i) is a transformation group. Here G x f 

is a compact Hausdorff topological group, Tis a compact Hausdorff 

space, but 

x(GxT) = max{x(G),x(f)} = x(G) > X0 = x(f). d(T). 

4.3. Concerning Corollary 2.3 we want to remark, that the essential 

part of its proof is that a first countable Hausdorff topological group 

is metrizable. The proof of this fact fails for left semitopological 

groups, so one may ask whether Corollary 2.3 is true for locally compact 

Hausdorff left semitopological groups. Incidentally, it is true for 

locally compact Hausdorff semitopological groups because of the fact 

that such groups are topological groups by a well-known theorem of 

Ellis [2]. For the same reason, the Corollary is true for compact 

Hausdorff left semitopological groups (Indeed, if such a group G acts 

effectively on a Hausdorff space X by means of a separately continuous 

function TI, then ti----+ Tit is a homeomorphism of G into G(X), the latter 

space endowed with the topology of pointwise convergence. Since f~ f 0 g 

and f- g 0 f are continuous mappings of G(X) into itself for every 

g E G(X), it follows that multiplication in G is separately continuous. 
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Hence G is a topological group by Ellis' theorem). Observe, that we 

did not show that a compact Hausdorff left semitopological group G is 

metrizable if x(G) ~ ~0. So there are, in fact, two open problems: 

(i) Is a locally compact Hausdorff left semitopological group G 

metrizable whenever it acts effectively (freely) on a separable 

first countable Hausdorff space (resp. a first countable T1-space) 

by means of a separately continuous action? 

(ii) Is such a group G metrizable whenever x(G) :5..J(0 ? 
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